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The Presidency 7
CHAPTER OBJECTIVES

7.1 Understand the historical role 
of the presidency.

7.2 Be able to discuss the modern 
presidency’s roles, powers, and 
challenges.

7.3 Explain the historical 
transformation of the president 
from the “chief clerk” of the 
government (Abraham Lincoln’s 
description) to the nation’s most 
important government official.

7.4 Understand how highly 
partisan divided government in 
Washington has led presidents 
to try to make national policy 
unilaterally. When is this likely to 
succeed and to fail?

KEY QUESTIONS

•• What happened historically to transform the president from 
the “chief clerk” of the government to the nation’s foremost 
policymaker?

•• All modern presidents seek the public’s support for their 
policies. But does their ability to sway public opinion really help 
them in dealing with other politicians in Washington, and if so, 
how?

•• How has divided party control and gridlock in Washington 
hindered presidents’ leadership on some issues while liberating 
them on others?

•• How do presidents’ increased use of unilateral action alter the 
role of Congress and the federal judiciary in making national 
policy?

“America does not stand still, and neither will I,” declared 
President Obama in his State of the Union address at the 
beginning of the 2014 session of Congress. He added, “So 

wherever and whenever I can take steps without legislation to expand 
opportunity for more American families, that’s what I’m going to do.” 
Television viewers may have missed the significance of the president’s 
promised “year of action.” Some members of Congress attending the 
address may have mistakenly chalked up his comments to little more 
than grandstanding rhetoric. Yet they would have been wrong to do 
so. Stymied by a Republican-controlled Congress during much of his 
first term, President Obama had already begun unilaterally trying to 
achieve his policy goals. After Congress failed to enact the DREAM Act, 
in the summer of 2012 the president had instructed the Department of 
Homeland Security to defer deporting young illegal immigrants who 
had arrived in the United States before the age of five and had lived in the 
country for at least five years. By some estimates, over 1 million of these 
young immigrants could now register for temporary residency and work 
permits.
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298 PART II: The InsTITuTIons of GoveRnmenT

This action gave Republican leaders reason to believe that the president’s State of the 
Union threat to go it alone portended more of the same. And they were correct. Over the next 
twelve months, President Obama continued to enlist executive actions that arguably dwarfed 
those issued earlier. During his last term with Republicans firmly controlling Congress, the 
president issued executive orders that extended overtime pay for millions of salaried workers, 
that prohibited federal contractors from discriminating against employees and job applicants 
based on their sexual orientation, and that extended deferred immigration enforcement of 
the parents of the children covered by this earlier unilateral action. These and other execu-
tive actions had Republicans (and Fox News) screaming for impeachment. They also went to 
court and succeeded in winning an injunction against the president’s order extending DACA 
to family members.

Close observers of Washington politics attributed Obama’s actions and the contretemps 
they fomented to the highly polarized Republican and Democratic parties’ divided control of 
Congress and the presidency. Certainly, the partisan rhetoric had become toxic with efforts of 
both parties’ moderates to foster compromise legislation failing on every important issue.

Donald Trump’s victory in the 2016 election surprised virtually everyone who followed 
the campaigns and polls. Almost as shocking for Democrats, Trump’s victory created a 
long coattail on which Republican majorities rode into both the House of Representatives 
and Senate. The 2016 Republican sweep appeared to rescue the new president from hav-
ing to follow President Obama’s go-it-alone, unilateral policymaking. Yet this is precisely 
how Trump proceeded. The president-elect instructed his staff to identify those campaign 
promises he could deliver immediately through executive order. He followed this up during 
his first weeks by issuing travel bans from a number of mostly Muslim countries, authoriz-
ing construction of the controversial XL gas pipeline, withholding federal grants to punish 
states and cities that refused to cooperate fully with immigration enforcement, unbridling 
the petroleum industry from Obama regulations, and loosening rules for employers in pur-
chasing health insurance for employees. Add to these twenty-five more executive orders 
Trump issued during his first month in office. Altogether during his first two years in office, 
President Trump issued ninety executive orders and ninety-eight memoranda.

Even these numbers may understate Trump’s disregard for separation of powers and his 
place within it. When caught by surprise during a news interview by the question if he had any 
plans to prevent children born in the United States from automatically becoming citizens, the 
president replied that his legal team had told him that he could reverse this policy through 
an executive order. (As we noted in Chapter 2, birthright citizenship is explicitly provided for 
in the Fourteenth Amendment.) “It was always told to me that you needed a constitutional 
amendment. Guess what? You don’t,” Trump said, declaring that he could do it by executive 
order. When the interviewer questioned the legality of this approach, Trump replied, “You 
can definitely do it with an act of Congress. But now they’re saying I can do it just with an 
executive order. . . . It’s in the process. It’ll happen . . . with an executive order.” A month 
later his target had switched from immigrants’ children to the head of the Federal Reserve. 
He was looking for ways to remove the chair, whom he had appointed just months earlier. But 
once appointed, the head of this independent agency serves for a fixed term and is not sub-
ject to presidential removal. The next month he turned his sites back to building a border wall  
without congressional funding.
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299Chapter 7: The Presidency

Unquestionably, the modern presidency is a powerful office. Yet it lacks Congress’s broad 
scope and detailed powers of Article I. With the exception of the section dealing with the pres-
ident as commander in chief, Article II reads like an afterthought. From time to time presi-
dents should report to Congress on the state of the nation; presidents may ask the bureaucracy 
for information, but there is no hint of centralized administration; presidents can appoint 
government officials, but one president (Andrew Johnson) was impeached when he removed 
a cabinet secretary. The veto sums up the president’s legislative authority. It is not intended 
to confer any positive power on the executive. Rather, the presidency offered a convenient 
office with which to check Congress. How did we get from an office with modest authority to 
those modern presidents who seem to think that public policy is theirs to make with a stroke of  
the pen?

The Historical Presidency
The trick in designing an energetic presidency lies in avoiding a Napoleon or Hitler, an ambi-
tious individual who would use the temporary advantages conferred by a national crisis to 
permanently alter the constitutional order. By rejecting a plural office, the Framers accepted 

An Iranian-born science researcher holds out his boarding pass for a U.S.-bound flight just one week after 
President Donald Trump signed an executive order temporarily banning immigrants and refugees from 
seven Muslim-majority countries—including Iran—from traveling to the United States. Federal district courts 
quickly blocked the travel ban; eventually, the Supreme Court approved a revised ban and lifted the injunction 
preventing the ban’s implementation.

AP Photo/Antonio Calanni
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300 PART II: The InsTITuTIons of GoveRnmenT

the proposition that, unlike the 
bicameral legislature, the executive 
would contain none of the internal 
checks provided by institutional 
design (described in Federalist No. 
51) or factions (Federalist No. 10). 
The Constitutional Convention del-
egates finally solved the dilemma 
by giving the executive enough 
resources for coordinating national 
responses during emergencies but 
insufficient authority to usurp the 
Constitution. They achieved this 
objective—at least to the satisfaction 
of the majority that enacted Article 
II—by withholding certain execu-
tive powers, such as broad and eas-
ily invoked emergency powers that 
executives in other presidential sys-
tems have sometimes employed to 
get the upper hand over their polit-
ical opponents. Power gravitates 
toward the office during moments 
of national urgency, but it does not 
involve suspension of other govern-
mental actors’ constitutional prerog-

atives. It remains confined to dealing with the emergency, and it dissipates as the crisis recedes 
or the government’s response appears to fall short.

During the Republic’s first century, presidents typically assumed a dimunitive role as a 
governmental actor. Their accomplishments were mostly limited to their responses to wars, 
rebellions, and other national crises. In fact, early presidents played a larger role in confer-
ring benefits to their political parties. Daily, filling vacancies in a growing federal bureau-
cracy consumed most of nineteenth-century presidents’ time. Throughout the century, all 
federal employees—from the secretary of state to the postmaster in Cody, Wyoming—were 
appointed directly by the president or one of his agents. Large chunks of presidents’ daily cal-
endars were devoted to interviewing job seekers, listening to their party sponsors, and signing 
appointment letters. And because party colleagues in Congress and national party commit-
tees expected their nominees to be appointed, presidents could derive little political advan-
tage from the appointment authority. Rather, it was a thankless task, befitting a clerk. “For 
every appointment,” President Grover Cleveland observed ruefully, “I make one ingrate and 
ten enemies.” Presidents took special care, however, in naming their cabinets. After all, these 
department heads represented important factions and interests within the president’s party 
that had to be served if the president hoped to win renomination and election and enjoy his 
party’s full support in Congress.

Introduced by their member of Congress in return for past political support, 
nineteenth-century job seekers, hats in hand, approach the president for positions 
in his administration.
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301Chapter 7: The Presidency

The Era of Cabinet Government
Nineteenth-century Congress routed all matters related 
to administration and policy through the appropriate 
department secretary. When a president had a question 
about a policy, needed clarification on complaints or 
rumors about an agency head’s performance, or sought 
advice on whether to sign or veto a bill, he consulted his 
cabinet. Indeed, the nineteenth-century department 
heads composing the cabinet routinely performed much 
of the work now carried out by the president’s staff.

Clearly, a strong cabinet did not necessarily make for a 
strong president. Cabinet appointees, who were resource-
ful, independent, and frequently ambitious politicians, 
could not be expected to subordinate their own welfare and 
that of their department to the needs of their titular leader. 
An adviser to President Warren G. Harding may have only 
slightly exaggerated a basic truth in remarking, “The mem-
bers of the cabinet are the president’s natural enemies.”1 
Thus a pattern of intersecting interests characterized pres-
ident-cabinet relations: presidents selected their depart-
ment heads for their political assets, such as their influence 
with a particular wing of their party in Congress or with the 
electorate (see Strategy and Choice box, “Lincoln and His 
Cabinet”). Those who joined the cabinet, however, were 
likely to pursue their own political and policy objectives 
and, perhaps incidentally, the president’s (if indeed he har-
bored any). The result was a partnership based not on loy-
alty but on reciprocity: cabinet members helped the president achieve his limited political goals, 
and, by their cabinet appointment, he afforded them opportunities to pursue their agendas.

The modern cabinet has lost much of its luster as an attractive office—that is, one with 
real political clout. Control over policy and even of department personnel has gravitated to the 
Oval Office—an important trend we track more fully shortly. Consequently, whereas ambi-
tious politicians in the nineteenth century saw a cabinet post as a stepping-stone to the White 
House, modern politicians are more likely to view a stint in the cabinet as a suitable conclusion 
to a career in public service.

Parties and Elections
A paramount concern for nineteenth-century politicians was winning control of the White 
House. After all, whichever party captured the presidency won control of several hundred 
thousand federal patronage jobs. Moreover, in this patronage era before election reforms 
guaranteed voters privacy and an easy opportunity to split their votes among the parties’ slates 
of candidates, the party that won a state’s presidential contest almost invariably gained control 

The Republican Congress passed the 1867 Tenure of 
Office Act to prevent President Andrew Johnson, elevated 
to office after President Lincoln’s assassination, from 
ending Reconstruction by removing key administration 
officials without Senate confirmation. When Johnson 
ignored the law and dismissed his war secretary, the 
House of Representatives quickly impeached him, and 
the Senate came within a single vote of removing him 
from office.

Sarin Im
ages / Granger —

 All rights reserved.
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302 PART II: The InsTITuTIons of GoveRnmenT

STRATEGY AND CHOICE

Lincoln and His Cabinet
Upon taking office in 1861, Republican 
president Abraham Lincoln confronted a 
nation threatening to dissolve. He also had to 
contend with a weak, young Republican Party 
composed of politicians who only recently had 
coalesced for the sole purpose of defeating the 
majority Democratic Party. To keep the party 
coalition together, Lincoln filled his cabinet with 
Republican leaders, even some of his rivals for 
the presidency.a Secretary of the Treasury Salmon 
Chase and Secretary of State William Seward, 
Lincoln’s principal rivals for the presidential 
nomination, strongly disliked each other, but 
their support within the party and Congress kept 
both in Lincoln’s cabinet.

Other cabinet officials of lesser stature but 
with impeccable political credentials were 
Pennsylvania’s corrupt party boss and senator 
Simon Cameron, who was forced to resign 
the post of secretary of war, and Maryland 
Republican Party leader Montgomery Blair, 
who oversaw the patronage-rich Post Office 
Department. Blair’s presence in the cabinet 

proved critical for he muscled the Maryland state 
legislature to defeat narrowly a motion calling for 
Maryland to secede from the Union.

Perhaps the most formidable cabinet member of 
all was the brusque Edwin Stanton, Cameron’s 
replacement as secretary of war and a leader 
of the “war Republicans” in Congress. At times 
this gave him a veto over policy. “Stanton and I 
have an understanding,” Lincoln wrote a friend. 
“If I send an order to him which cannot be 
consistently granted, he is to refuse it. This he 
sometimes does.”b Thus, by surrendering control 
over large blocks of the executive branch to 
these self-interested, strong-willed politicians, 
President Lincoln succeeded in keeping the 
fragile Republican majority in Congress behind 
the unpopular Civil War.

aDavid Herbert Donald, “Lincoln, the Politician,” in Lincoln 
Reconsidered: Essays on the Civil War Era (New York: Random 
House, 1956).
bDavid Herbert Donald, Lincoln (London: Jonathan Cape, 
1995), 334.

Library of Congress
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303Chapter 7: The Presidency

of all the other state and local offices on the 
ticket. As a result, the political party that car-
ried the presidency almost always took control 
of Congress as well.

Presidential candidates were the engines 
that pulled the party trains. A look at the cov-
erage of the president and Congress by daily 
newspapers in Cleveland, Ohio, from 1824 
to 1876 reveals just how specialized the presi-
dent’s role was during this era (see Table 7.1). 
In total coverage (measured in column inches) 
presidents (or presidential candidates) moved 
to center stage in presidential election years 
and receded into the background during mid-
term election years, when they were not on the 
ballot. In 1840, 98 percent of all stories were 
centered on the president, and only 2 percent 
dealt with Congress. Ten years later, in a mid-
term election year, nearly the opposite was 
true. Unlike today, when presidents dominate 
the television network evening news, in the 
nineteenth century they received little media 
coverage outside of presidential election cam-
paigns. Congress, not the government’s chief 
clerk, held the spotlight.

At the national party nominating con-
ventions, presidential candidates usually were 
valued a great deal more for their widespread 
popular appeal and willingness to distribute patronage according to party guidelines than for 
their policy pronouncements.* As a result, candidates with little experience in government 
frequently enjoyed an advantage over established politicians who might be associated with a 
particular faction of the party or who, as officeholders, had taken controversial positions on 
divisive national issues. National military heroes—Andrew Jackson, Zachary Taylor, and 
Ulysses S. Grant, and a number of generals who were nominated but lost—made fine presiden-
tial candidates. But for most of those who won, leadership ended on Election Day when their 
glorified “clerkship” began.

What, then, does the nineteenth-century presidency say about the role of the mod-
ern president? If the Constitution thrusts command authority on the office, its first century 
of occupants failed to notice. Yet the nineteenth-century experience is not wholly divorced 
from the circumstances in which modern presidents find themselves. Even then, the singular 
character of the office gave presidents a competitive advantage over other national politicians 

TABLE 7.1 Nineteenth-Century Newspaper 
Coverage of Presidents: Heavy Only in 
Presidential Election Years

PERCENTAGE OF POLITICAL 
NEWS DEVOTED TO

ELECTION YEAR PRESIDENT CONGRESS

1824 (presidential) 43 57

1830 (midterm) 40 60

1840 (presidential) 98  2

1850 (midterm) 16 84

1860 (presidential) 76 24

1870 (midterm) 19 81

1876 (presidential) 70 30

Source: Samuel Kernell and Gary C. Jacobson, “Congress and 
the Presidency as News in the Nineteenth Century,” Journal of 
Politics 49 (November 1987), 1016–1035.

Note: Percentages based on total column inches devoted 
to Congress (including members and committees) and the 
president (including cabinet and presidential candidates) by 
daily newspapers in Cleveland, Ohio, 1824–1876.

*There were, however, a few “litmus test” issues, such as the tariff, and during moments of national 
crisis the president’s policy preferences would suddenly matter a great deal—consider Lincoln’s posi-
tion on slavery in the territories in 1860.
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304 PART II: The InsTITuTIons of GoveRnmenT

in attracting the public’s attention. Their capacity to serve as a focal point—coordinating the 
efforts of state parties during national elections and occasionally in mobilizing the nation for 
war—offers a glimmer of national leadership that would shine far brighter in the next century.

The Modern Presidency
By any measure the national government grew dramatically throughout the twenti-
eth century. After World War I the United States somewhat reluctantly became a global 
power requiring presidents’ increased attention to foreign relations. On the domestic 
front, the national government and presidential responsibilities grew at a similar pace. As 
noted in Chapter 3, large domains of services, once reserved exclusively for states and local  
communities—or set beyond the purview of all governments—came to be funded and regu-
lated from Washington via an extensive network of grants-in-aid programs to the states.

Consider some of the myriad programs that make up modern agricultural policy. The 
U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) offers farmers a broad assortment of services from 
planting to marketing crops. The Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) 
regulates the working conditions of farmhands; the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
regulates the use of pesticides; the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) regulates 
the farm commodities markets; and the USDA and Food and Drug Administration (FDA) 
inspect the sanitation of food processing and distribution facilities. Every other sector of the 
modern marketplace similarly involves a pervasive federal presence. (In the next chapter we 
systematically survey the growth of the federal bureaucracy and the problem this inevitably 
poses for elected officials in trying to translate constituents’ demands into policy.) The point 
for us here is simply that the modern presidency reflects the tectonic shift of public policy from 
the state capitals to Washington. As a matter of course, legislation creating or revamping pro-
grams assigns presidents statutory authority to oversee and even make changes in policy and 
administration that serve the program’s mission.

Even Congresses controlled by the opposition party routinely assign presidents broad 
discretion to administer policy. They have little choice because the Constitution’s “take 
care” clause designates that the president “take Care that the Laws be faithfully executed.” 
Moreover, the president appoints the executives who administer the departments, agen-
cies, and courts. The president’s executive responsibilities spill over to legislative initiative 
as Congress seeks guidance in creating annual budgets and periodically reauthorizing and 
revamping programs and bureaucracy.*

Of more recent origin, but just as important in defining the modern office, has been the 
emergence of divided government as the normal state of affairs in Washington. It pits a 
president against an opposition party that controls one or both chambers of Congress. For 
most of American history, party control was unified across the legislative and presidential 
branches. The winning presidential candidate customarily pulled his party’s congressio-
nal candidates into office on his electoral coattails. Table 7.2 shows that from 1920 until the 

*There is some evidence that they do so with strings attached. One study found opposition-controlled 
Congresses write longer laws on average as they try to anticipate efforts by unsympathetic administra-
tions to suborn or redirect the policy. David Epstein and Sharon O’Halloran, Delegating Powers (New 
York: Cambridge University Press, 1999).
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305Chapter 7: The Presidency

TABLE 7.2 The Growth of Divided Government, 1920–2018

ELECTION YEAR PRESIDENT
HOUSE OF 

REPRESENTATIVES SENATE

1920 R (Harding) R R

1922 R (Coolidge) R R

1924 R (Coolidge) R R

1926 R (Coolidge) R R

1928 R (Hoover) R R

1930 R (Hoover) D R

1932 D (Roosevelt) D D

1934 D (Roosevelt) D D

1936 D (Roosevelt) D D

1938 D (Roosevelt) D D

1940 D (Roosevelt) D D

1942 D (Roosevelt) D D

1944 D (Roosevelt) D D

1946 D (Truman) R R

1948 D (Truman) D D

1950 D (Truman) D D

1952 R (Eisenhower) R R

1954 R (Eisenhower) D D

1956 R (Eisenhower) D D

1958 R (Eisenhower) D D

1960 D (Kennedy) D D

1962 D (Kennedy) D D

1964 D (Johnson) D D

1966 D (Johnson) D D

1968 R (Nixon) D D

1970 R (Nixon) D D

(Continued)
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306 PART II: The InsTITuTIons of GoveRnmenT

ELECTION YEAR PRESIDENT
HOUSE OF 

REPRESENTATIVES SENATE

1972 R (Nixon) D D

1974 R (Ford) D D

1976 D (Carter) D D

1978 D (Carter) D D

1980 R (Reagan) D R

1982 R (Reagan) D R

1984 R (Reagan) D R

1986 R (Reagan) D D

1988 R (G. H. W. Bush) D D

1990 R (G. H. W. Bush) D D

1992 D (Clinton) D D

1994 D (Clinton) R R

1996 D (Clinton) R R

1998 D (Clinton) R R

2000 R (G. W. Bush) R D*

2002 R (G. W. Bush) R R

2004 R (G. W. Bush) R R

2006 R (G. W. Bush) D D†

2008 D (Obama) D D

2010 D (Obama) R D

2012 D (Obama) R D

2014 D (Obama) R R

2016 R (Trump) R R

2018 R (Trump) D R

Source: Compiled by authors.

*Democrats gained control of the Senate after Vermont senator James Jeffords switched from 
Republican to independent (voting with the Democrats) in May 2001, breaking the 50–50 tie left by 
the 2000 elections.
†The Senate had forty-nine Democrats, forty-nine Republicans, and two independents.

TABLE 7.2 (Continued)
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307Chapter 7: The Presidency

first postwar election in 1946, divided government appeared only once (1931–1932), when 
Democrats won control of the House of Representatives, which ushered in a long-standing 
Democratic dominance of national politics beginning with the next election. Of the thirty- 
five Congresses since then, however, twenty-two have experienced divided party control in 
one or both chambers. (Chapter 12, “Political Parties,” considers the various causes for this 
development.)

With the election of divided government, a kind of zero-sum game often ensues. Each 
side profits from the other side’s failure. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.), the leader of Senate 
Republicans, declared on the eve of the 2010 midterm elections: “The single most important 
thing we want to achieve is for President Obama to be a one-term president.”2 His comment 
attracted widespread criticism in the news media, but what distinguished McConnell’s state-
ment from the views of other party leaders when similarly situated was its candor rather than 
its sentiment.

And how do modern presidents deal with an opposition Congress? As relations with 
Congress become uncooperative, presidents rely more heavily on their authority to achieve 
necessarily more modest goals, which may amount mostly to preventing the congressional 
majority from enacting its preferred policies. Vetoes and threats to veto may become criti-
cal assets in forcing the legislature to pay attention to the president’s preferences. Presidents 
have also responded to an opposition Congress by acting unilaterally and pulling decisions 
into the White House that were once made in the departments and agencies. This includes 
heavy reliance on executive orders, centralized administration, and broad assertions of execu-
tive privilege. Moreover, presidents carefully screen department and agency appointments to 
ensure that administrators will remain responsive to them and resist the pull of the opposition 
Congress.

The following sections assess modern presidential leadership against the backdrop of a 
more modest constitutional office. For purposes of discussion we assess presidential leader-
ship across several spheres of government action: conduct of international affairs, admin-
istration of federal programs, and legislation. In the first sphere, the Constitution endows 
presidents with special advantages. The administrative presidency stands on less firm consti-
tutional ground, but the sheer work of government has led to ever-increasing delegations of 
authority and responsibility for running the government. The president’s legislative leader-
ship depends heavily on the support from his copartisans in Congress.

The President as Commander in  
Chief and Head of State
With several major European powers occupying territory bordering the United States, and 
frequently at war with one another, national security and foreign affairs were special con-
cerns of delegates to the Constitutional Convention. The young nation’s dismal record in 
international relations under the Articles of Confederation moved all but the most fearful 
delegates to shift this responsibility to the presidency. On the home front, the domestic upris-
ing in 1786 by disgruntled Massachusetts farmers led by Daniel Shays, and the contagion of 
unrest that it spawned in the other colonies, exposed the Confederation’s inability to provide 
national security.
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308 PART II: The InsTITuTIons of GoveRnmenT

The Commander in Chief
The Constitution declares the president to be commander in chief of the nation’s armed 
forces. The notion of putting the military under the control of a single individual was difficult 
for the Framers. One troubled convention delegate proposed limiting the military to no more 
than five thousand troops, provoking General George Washington to quip sarcastically that 
the Constitution also should limit invading armies to three thousand.3 His point made, the 
Framers settled on a different kind of check on the president’s powers as commander in chief: 
only Congress can declare war.

American history is replete with instances of presidents’ ability to make the first 
move and thereby frame Congress’s choice to either accept or reject their actions. In real-
ity, the legislature may have little choice but to ratify the president’s decisions. Within six 
months of the Confederate firing on Fort Sumter in 1861, President Abraham Lincoln sus-
pended the writ of habeas corpus that prevented the Union Army from detaining civilians 
suspected of spying or even of just publicly opposing the war effort. He did not consult 
Congress before acting. Lincoln also approved a naval blockade of southern ports, extended 
voluntary military enlistment to a period of three years, increased the size of the army and 
navy, and authorized the purchase of materials, all without congressional sanction or even 
appropriation. Later, Lincoln justified his actions to Congress by relying exclusively on 
his authority as commander in chief: “The executive found the duty of employing the war 

By giving the president full discretion to decide when to stop working through the UN and to invade Iraq, 
Congress assumed a measure of responsibility for the war’s outcome.
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309Chapter 7: The Presidency

power, in defense of the government, forced upon him. Whether strictly legal or not,” he 
added, these measures “were ventured upon . . . trusting, then as now, that Congress would 
readily ratify them.”4

History and recent experience alike demonstrate that Congress’s war declaration author-
ity does not resolve the problem of a president taking the nation into war. Presidents often 
commit troops and engage in hostilities and then go to Congress for authority to continue. 
We saw this dynamic at work in the aftermath of the September 11 terrorist attacks. For all 
practical purposes, the public and Congress gave the president a blank check to fight terror-
ism. Hardly anyone in Washington or the country second-guessed the president’s decision to 
invade Afghanistan in search of Osama bin Laden. A year and a half later, Bush still retained 
the initiative in winning a Democratic Congress’s grudging endorsement to invade Iraq. 
Presidents acting in this sequence can set Congress’s agenda for a choice to continue the con-
flict or desist in such a way that places the legislature in a severe bind. Calls to pull back are 
branded as abandoning the troops in the field.

After the Democratic majority took control of Congress in 2007, it sought through a 
variety of measures to wind down the war in Iraq. After several false starts, Congress finally 
agreed to attach a rider to a supplemental funding bill for the Iraq War that tied funding to 
a timetable for withdrawal. President Bush promptly vetoed it and demanded a bill with no 
strings attached. As the date approached when existing funds for the war were projected to be 
depleted, the Democratic Congress and Republican president engaged in a game of chicken. 
To outsiders Congress appeared to hold the upper hand; if it did nothing, the American mil-
itary would grind to a halt. Washington’s political elite knew from experience that this pros-
pect would, in fact, force Congress to back down in the face of withering criticism that its 
inaction would hamstring the ability of troops in the battlefield to defend themselves. Shortly 
after a failed attempt to override the veto, Congress capitulated and gave the president the 
funds he requested. That the president can take a military action and, with troops in the field, 
effectively oblige Congress to support it represents a conundrum that Congresses have strug-
gled with throughout the nation’s history.

Two numbers substantiate just how hollow is Congress’s exclusive authority to declare 
war: 37,000 and 58,000. These are the numbers of American soldiers killed in the Korean and 
Vietnam Wars, respectively. In neither case did Congress declare war. In 1973 at the close of 
the Vietnam War, Congress sought to carve out new authority for itself by approving the War 
Powers Act over President Nixon’s veto. The law requires the president to inform Congress 
within forty-eight hours of committing troops abroad in a military action. Moreover, the 
operation must end within sixty days unless Congress approves an extension. But neither the 
law’s constitutionality nor its effectiveness in limiting the president’s military authority has 
ever been tested. Over the decades Republican and Democratic presidents have continued to 
commit the military without seeking Congress’s permission—witness Ronald Reagan’s 1983 
invasion of Grenada, George H. W. Bush’s 1992 deployment of U.S. troops to Somalia as part 
of a United Nations (UN) peacekeeping force, Bill Clinton’s commitment of American forces 
in the North Atlantic Treaty Organization’s 1999 action against Yugoslavia, Barack Obama’s 
2011 participation in the UN’s creation of a “no fly” zone over Libya, and Donald Trump’s 
backing of Kurdish and other rebel forces in Syria. In fact, since 1989 U.S. armed forces have 
been almost continuously engaged somewhere in the world. Although members of Congress 
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may question presidents’ policies, Congress has not reined in presidents’ ability to order an 
extended military engagement without a declaration of war.

Head of State
The Confederation government, consisting of little more than a legislature, also found it dif-
ficult to transact foreign affairs. Even routine duties, such as responding to communications 
from foreign governments, proved to be an ordeal. To promote commerce, the states tried to 
fill this vacuum, but European merchants and governments were able to pit one state against 
another in a ruinous competition for markets and trade. The Framers discerned that a sin-
gle executive would enjoy an inherent advantage over Congress in conducting foreign policy. 
With some misgivings, then, they provided the president with broader authority to transact 
diplomatic affairs than they were willing to allow on the domestic front.

From the outset, President George Washington interpreted the Constitution’s provi-
sion “to receive Ambassadors and other public Ministers” to mean that he alone could decide 
whether the United States would recognize a new government and, accordingly, “receive” its 
ambassadors. The howls of protest in Congress that greeted this interpretation were echoed 
in the Capitol a century and a half later when President Harry Truman recognized the state of 
Israel. Seventy years later, the story continues with Trump recognizing Israel’s relocation of its 
capital from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem.

The most important constitutional limitation on the president’s leadership in foreign 
affairs is the requirement that a two-thirds majority of the Senate ratify treaties. At times, 
the Senate has rebuffed a president’s leadership by rejecting a treaty negotiated by the White 
House. The most famous instance of this occurred at the close of World War I, when that 
chamber rejected the peace treaty that contained provisions for President Woodrow Wilson’s 

brainchild, the League of Nations.* 
Overall, however, the Senate’s ratifi-
cation authority has proven less con-
sequential than the Framers probably 
envisioned.

To sidestep difficulty in assem-
bling a two-thirds majority of the 
Senate, especially when the chance 
of rejection is significant, presidents 
sometimes negotiate executive agree-
ments, which are exempt from Senate 
ratification. Executive agreements, 
unlike treaties, take the form of joint 
declarations between the administra-
tion and a foreign government that 
they “agree” on how they will deal 
with each other on some issue. They 
are frequently used to implement a 

During the summer of 2018, President Donald Trump and North Korea leader Kim 
Jong-un became the first leaders from these countries to meet and negotiate to 
end a decades-old nuclear standoff.
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*It became the blueprint for the United Nations, created in the aftermath of World War II.
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broader agreement contained in a treaty, or Congress has passed a law authorizing their nego-
tiation. By one count nearly nine of ten executive agreements arise this way and are in step 
with the Senate majority’s, if not its super-majority’s, preferences.5 But, certainly, presidents 
use them at times to end-run the Senate altogether. During the Vietnam War, Congress dis-
covered that President Lyndon Johnson created several executive agreements tendering for-
eign aid funds to countries that kept token forces in Vietnam.6

If the chief attractiveness of executive agreements for presidents lies in avoiding an uncer-
tain ratification process in the Senate, it is also their chief weakness. Where treaties have the 
same legal standing of federal law, a number of different officeholders can more easily undo 
or modify agreements. Treaties have escape clauses as well, but as a class, they are more 
secure from the kinds of encroachments that can afflict agreements. Congress can pass laws 
removing or amending these agreements; the courts can void them as violating current law; 
and presidents can rescind them. Our bargaining partners recognize this and, fearful of being 
played as “suckers” in a classic prisoner’s dilemma game, may be less willing to make conces-
sions to reach agreements that a new administration or Congress might renege on than to 
secure a more durable commitment of a treaty.

The President as Chief Executive
The Framers’ deep ambivalence about executive power is reflected in Article II’s rambling 
provisions for the office. Compared with Article I’s careful, detailed development of the struc-
ture and powers of Congress, Article II is long on generalities and short on details. It begins by 
stating, “The executive Power shall be vested in a President of the United States of America.” 
Instead of proceeding to define that power, the article abruptly shifts to a lengthy description 
of the means of election, qualifications for office, succession procedure, and compensation.

Not until Section 2 does the Constitution confer meaningful administrative authority. 
It states that the president may appoint the officers of government “by and with the Advice 
and Consent of the Senate”—that is, by a majority confirmation vote. The Framers qualified 
this provision by allowing, “Congress may by Law vest the Appointment of such inferior 
Officers, as they think proper, in the President alone, in the Courts of Law, or in the Heads of 
Departments.” For understanding the scope of presidents’ appointment authority, it is useful 
to distinguish “principal” and “inferior” appointments. The former refers to those executive 
officers who directly exercise either constitutional or statutory responsibilities and therefore 
require Senate confirmation. These include, foremost, cabinet secretaries who oversee the 
departments, but also the next couple of tiers of executives, such as assistant secretaries and 
undersecretaries, who oversee programs and agencies within the departments.

Article II’s Section 2 is more revealing in what it leaves unsaid about the president’s 
administrative powers. At the outset, it declares simply that from time to time the presi-
dent may “require the Opinion, in writing, of the principal Officer in each of the executive 
Departments.” Then, as if the office’s sketchy appointment and administrative authority fully 
equipped presidents, the Constitution, in Section 3, admonishes the president to “take Care 
that the Laws be faithfully executed.”

But where does the Constitution enumerate the administrative tools presidents need to 
carry out this mandate? Conspicuously missing is any provision for executive departments 
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312 PART II: The InsTITuTIons of GoveRnmenT

or their administrative heads, who later would comprise the president’s cabinet. Perhaps the 
Framers should be applauded for leaving the structure and work of administrative depart-
ments wholly to the discretion of future Congresses, to be determined in pace with the nation-
alization of public policy. This omission, however, precluded careful consideration of the 
administrative controls suitable to this new executive. The Framers could have foreseen the 
need for presidents to oversee budget proposals and subsequent spending, supervise person-
nel, and even countermand administrative decisions. These were, after all, familiar duties of 
eighteenth-century executives, just as they are today. Instead, in leaving the creation of the 
“several departments” to Congress, the Framers gave it the authority to define the president’s 
role as chief executive.

Authority via Delegation
The absence from the Constitution of any real administrative authority for the president left 
uncertain that the growth of the national government would elevate the president’s control 
over public policy. Congress could have continued to keep presidents at bay, as it often did 
throughout the nineteenth century, by insisting that executive agencies report directly to con-
gressional oversight committees. But as the obligations of government mounted, oversight 
began to tax Congress’s time and resources and interfere with its ability to deliberate new pol-
icy. So instead of excluding the chief executive from administration, Congress found its inter-
ests best served by delegating to the White House a sizable share of administration and, with 
it necessarily, the discretion to adjust policy as the administration deems necessary. The fact 
that the same political party generally controlled both the legislative and executive branches 
during the first half of the twentieth century, a period of steady growth in the scope and num-
ber of federal programs, made it easier for Congress to transfer administrative responsibilities 
to the president. Given the scale of this, Congress really had no practical alternative.*

In writing public laws Congress can choose to delegate as much or as little rulemaking 
authority to the president as it thinks prudent. If it opts for too little, it freezes policy until the 
next act of Congress and may leave in place rigid programs that fail to respond to changing 
conditions. If, however, Congress delegates too much discretion to the executive, it may sur-
render control over important implementation decisions that could alter the intent of the 
legislation. In 1980 Congress erred in that direction when it passed the Paperwork Reduction 
Act, designed, as its name implies, to reduce the forms clogging the federal government and 
irritating citizens. When the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services proposed a 
survey of Americans’ sexual practices to better understand and combat the AIDS epidemic, 
President Ronald Reagan, acting on his delegated power to implement the Paperwork 
Reduction Act, stopped the department from printing the surveys.

At times, politics more than programmatic necessity causes Congress to pass general 
policy after discovering that none of the more specific alternatives command a congressional 
majority. When legislators agree on a bill’s goals but disagree on its specifics, they may delib-
erately swath its intent in vague language and leave it to the administration to deal with the 
details. At other times, members of Congress may find political advantage in delegating to 

*As early as 1950, a survey found that over 1,100 public laws delegated discretionary authority to the 
White House. If such a survey were undertaken today, the number would, of course, be far larger.
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the president broad responsibility for policies that 
might have politically unattractive outcomes. By 
“passing the buck,” legislators hope to avoid blame. 
In the 1970s, for example, the principle that endan-
gered species should be protected aroused far less 
controversy than any particular plan to achieve it. 
To avoid negative repercussions, Congress dele-
gated to the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service the dis-
cretion to establish criteria for classifying species 
as “endangered” and “threatened.” Years later, 
when the service listed the northern spotted owl 
as a threatened species and limited the logging 
industry’s access to Oregon’s old-growth forests, 
the industry vented its anger at the agency and 
President George H. W. Bush—not at Congress. 
Not only did members of Congress escape ret-
ribution, but many subsequently won credit for 
softening the economic blow by passing a law that 
permitted timber companies to harvest fallen trees.

 As indispensable as the executive office is for 
administering modern government’s great vari-
ety of programs, the president is a tricky agent for 
Congress to delegate to. It is, after all, a separate 
branch and thereby insulated from the kinds of control principals need to assure that their del-
egates comply with their preferences. Congress does not hire, nor can it easily fire, this agent. 
And because of the threat of a veto, Congress might find its hands tied when trying to rein in 
those presidents who are determined to take a program in a direction different from the one 
Congress intended. Moreover, with presidents separately elected, term limited, and (as shown 
in Table 7.2) frequently representing the other political party, presidents will rarely if ever view 
their role as Congress’s dutiful agents. “Let anyone make the laws of the country, if I can con-
strue them,” quipped President William Howard Taft, this from an individual and in an era 
where presidents were not nearly so assertive as present-day White House occupants.7

A legislature that delegates too much discretion to a president may find that it surrendered 
control over the bureaucracy and the programs it administers. This is an important issue 
with a great deal at stake—environmental regulations, coverage of the Affordable Care Act, 
weapon systems, and trade agreements with other nations along with myriad other programs 
that constitute the work of modern government. Divided party control of these branches cre-
ates a dicey situation for politicians in both branches. This delegation dilemma renders the 
Constitution’s seemingly simple and straightforward procedure of passing and sending presi-
dents bills they either sign or veto so difficult and risky.

Although the Constitution confers on presidents little tangible authority to administer 
the executive branch, some presidents, judges, and law school professors regard Article II as 
offering presidents much greater authority than that specified in the Constitution. They read 
“The executive Power shall be vested in a President . . .” as conferring a broad mandate for 

Contemplating the shock that his successor, General Dwight 
Eisenhower, would experience in the Oval Office, President Harry 
Truman remarked, “He’ll sit here and he’ll say, ‘Do this! Do that!’ 
And nothing will happen. Poor Ike—it won’t be a bit like the Army. 
He’ll find it very frustrating.”

Courtesy of the Harry S. Trum
an Library
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presidents to undertake whatever actions they think necessary, so long as they do not explic-
itly run afoul of the law. Supreme Court justice Antonin Scalia expressed this view forcefully 
in a frequently cited passage he wrote in an opinion: “It is not for us to determine, and we 
have never presumed to determine, how much of the purely executive powers of government 
must be within the full control of the President. The Constitution prescribes that they all 
are.”8 Presidents Reagan and George W. Bush were vocal proponents of this expansive uni-
tary executive theory of the presidency.* But all recent presidents who have found their pol-
icies frustrated by an opposition-controlled Congress have at one time or another acted as if 
the unitary theory were gospel as they sought to accomplish unilaterally those policies that 
Congress would not agree to.

Unilateral Authority
Consider the administrative toolkit presidents have developed (or at least authority they claim 
to possess) to control government programs. At the outset of the chapter, we found Presidents 
Obama and Trump issuing numerous executive orders, some of which significantly altered 
government policy. Another, less conspicuous avenue involves informal instructions to 
their appointees. DACA originated with a letter to Homeland Security telling it to change 
its enforcement priorities. A large part of the work of the White House Office involves daily 
meetings and e-mails between the president’s personal staff and their working contacts across 
the federal agencies. Of course, occasionally, administration executives will disagree with the 
president’s policies or interpret their legal responsibilities differently. In such instances, presi-
dents have a third source of control—replacing their department or agency executives.

News coverage of presidents’ unilateral policymaking frequently refer to presidents’ 
“executive actions.” The last phrase has come in vogue over the past several administra-
tions to refer to the increasing use of memoranda and informal letters to the departments.† 
Traditionally, presidents relied principally on executive orders. Since government officials 
began numbering and cataloguing them early in the twentieth century, presidents have issued 
nearly fourteen thousand executive orders. An early and one of the most famous of these was 
contained in the Pendleton Act of 1883, which inaugurated the civil service system. Initially, 
it converted only about 10 percent of the federal workforce from political patronage to merit 
appointments (see Chapter 8), but it also authorized the president to issue executive orders 
extending the civil service system to other classes of workers. Over the next half century, pres-
idents issued a series of executive orders that shifted hundreds of thousands of employees into 
the civil service system.

*But one can find many other presidents expressing this sentiment at one time or another. “The most 
important factor in getting the right spirit in my administration,” wrote Roosevelt, reflecting on his 
term, “was my insistence upon the theory that the executive power was limited only by specific restric-
tions and prohibitions appearing in the Constitution or imposed by Congress in its constitutional 
powers.” Theodore Roosevelt, The Works of Theodore Roosevelt (New York: Scribner, 1926), 347.
†There is a third kind of unilateral presidential action called “proclamations.” These are both more 
plentiful and less consequential, generally taking the form of commemoration—such as National 
Mentoring Month, National Stalking Awareness Month, and hundreds of others.
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In recent years, presidents have increasingly enlisted an alternative administrative 
instruction called a presidential memorandum. These may at times read little differently 
than an executive order; they direct agencies to take specific actions as if the president were 
supervising its activities. When in late 2014 President Obama removed fear of deportation for 
nearly five million immigrants, he did so with a memorandum instructing the Department 
of Homeland Security to redirect its enforcement efforts. What is the difference, and why do 
presidents issue one instead of the other? Frankly, the differences are largely semantic. Both 
orders and memoranda enter the Federal Register as public notification of a new regulation or 
administrative action. Moreover, when issuing executive orders presidents cite specific pro-
visions of the Constitution or public law as the basis for their action. Generally, so do memo-
randa, but not always.

Some critics suspect that the main reason why recent presidents have opted for the mem-
orandum was to avoid attention and blame for acting unilaterally. President Obama and his 
allies in Congress sought to deflect criticism by observing that he had issued fewer executive 
orders than any president in over a century. Well, this is true, only because he had issued more 
memoranda than any of his predecessors. The opposite goal—to show that he is in charge—
appears to motivate President Trump’s numerous, highly public executive orders early in his 
administration.

Whether issued as executive orders or memoranda, executive actions are not laws in a 
couple of important respects. First, they are confined by the scope of the discretion delegated 
to the president. Note, for example, that President Obama repeatedly proposed immigration 
reform that would provide avenues for illegal immigrants currently in the United States to 
attain citizenship. But all that he could claim under current law was authority to concentrate 
scarce immigration control resources on some kinds of cases and not others.

Second, although executive actions may have the force of law, they lack its permanence. 
With certain exceptions, any president may revoke or alter an order with a new one. About 
a quarter of the nearly thousand executive orders issued from 1999 through 2018 dealt with 
a previous executive order. A few of these extended but the vast majority revoked a previous 
administration’s order. And about half rescinded an order from the preceding administration. 
George W. Bush issued an order prohibiting funding for stem cell research. In one of his first 
official actions as president, Obama issued an order rescinding it. Congress can resist execu-
tive actions by withholding appropriations for those policies the executive order creates or by 
passing new law that explicitly revokes the order.

And federal courts have long shown a willingness to scrutinize executive orders more 
carefully than public laws. Judges ask such questions as whether the president’s order is con-
sistent with and allowed by current law or the Constitution. If not, the courts will likely void 
the order, as they did famously during the Korean War when President Truman issued an 
executive order seizing the nation’s steel mills in order to avert a paralyzing national strike.

The most notable recent instance is a Texas federal district court’s ruling that President 
Obama’s order shielding millions of undocumented immigrants from immediate deportation 
(and giving them work permits) overreached his constitutional authority. In another case, 
a federal judge issued an injunction against the president’s expansion of overtime wages for 
white-collar workers. President Trump’s flurry of executive orders during his first month in 
office was met by a rush of lawsuits—sixty, by one count—challenging his unilateral actions. 
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When a federal district court suspended Trump’s immigration ban within a week of its issu-
ance, it became clear that the federal courts would not recede into the background with the 
arrival of the new administration. Because the Constitution does not specify in great detail 
the boundaries between administration and legislation, every generation has found politi-
cians and judges trying to determine whether a president has the authority to take an action 
that some view as unconstitutional. They—including the judges—will frequently disagree on 
where to draw the line on presidential authority.

Budgeting
Presidents carry out one of their most important “clerical” tasks when they formulate and 
send to Congress the annual budget for all federal programs. Yet budgeting also offers them 
an opportunity to set the spending priorities of the federal government. In fact, this authority 
exists because Congress long ago insisted that presidents assume responsibility for the govern-
ment’s bookkeeping. Until the 1920s, agencies sent their budget requests directly to the House 
Appropriations Committee, which held hearings, determined appropriations, and passed 
them on to the chamber for a vote and then over to the Senate for its consideration. During 
this process, no one formally solicited the president’s views. But when the flow of department 
and agency budgets began to congest the legislative process, Congress in 1921 passed the 
Budget and Accounting Act, which gave the president responsibility for compiling budgets 
from the executive departments and submitting them to lawmakers as a single package. With 
this act Congress found itself strengthening the president’s role in national policymaking.

The president’s annual budget, submitted to Congress on the first Monday in February, 
culminates months of assembling and negotiating requests from the agencies to bring them 
into conformity with the White House’s policy goals and proposed spending ceiling. The 
president’s budget provides Congress with valuable technical and political information. 
Running into hundreds of pages, it supplies congressional committees with economic fore-
casts, projected tax revenues, baseline spending estimates for each department broken down 
by program, and other essential information for devising spending and taxation legislation. 
Politically the budget represents the president’s “opening bid” in negotiations over how much 
the government should spend on particular programs and where the revenue will come from. 
Some years, the president’s budget has sailed through Congress with minimal changes. Other 
years, Congress has ignored the president’s proposals and written a wholly “congressional” 
budget, daring the chief executive to veto it. As we will see later in the chapter, presidential and 
congressional spending priorities can differ so much that compromise becomes a test of politi-
cal will. And early in 2019, this test of will precipitated a government shutdown.

The growth in the president’s administrative duties has ensured that Congress will gen-
erally give a chief executive’s legislative proposals serious consideration. Beyond budgets, 
lawmakers expect presidents to advise them about problems with current policy and to rec-
ommend adjustments to improve performance. Presidents—and their appointees who 
administer federal agencies—enjoy an informational advantage, inherent in all delegation, 
that serves them well when proposing legislation. The administration will, at times, find that 
it can improve its chances of winning its favored bill by selectively withholding informa-
tion from legislators. In a variety of ways, modern presidents’ central role in administration 
ensures Congress’s attention to their proposals. About 90 percent of presidents’ initiatives are 
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considered by some congressional committee or subcommittee.9 Yet it does not assure their 
success. There are powerful electoral disincentives for opposition majorities to cooperate.

The President as Legislator
In making new law the Constitution gives presidents only a modest role. They may call 
Congress into special session (little used, for the modern Congress is nearly always in session), 
and they are charged to report to Congress “from time to time” on the state of the nation. 
Singularly important is the veto. An opposition-controlled Congress may ignore presidents’ 
speeches and declare their legislative initiatives DOA (“dead on arrival”), but they cannot 
ignore the veto. By requiring both chambers to assemble two-thirds majorities to override a 
veto, legislators must overcome serious transaction costs in order to legislate with disregard 
for the president’s preferences. The veto is an authority well suited for presidents in this mod-
ern era when every White House occupant can expect to face an opposition-controlled House 
and/or Senate at some point during their tenure.

In assembling support for their legislation, presidents begin with their party allies in 
Congress. These men and women have a stake in their party leader’s success, but this does not 
mean they will bow before the president’s wishes. Members of Congress must, after all, attend 
to the interests of their constituents. Presidents cultivate the support of fellow partisans in 
Congress in many ways designed to strengthen members’ standing back home. These include 
advocating spending on programs and public works (such as highways and water treatment 
plants) benefiting a district or state, appointing a member’s congressional aide as an agency 
head, and visiting a lawmaker’s district to generate local enthusiasm and financing for the next 
reelection campaign. Politicians in the White House and the two chambers of Congress follow 
the dictates of different electoral calendars. Consequently, presidents routinely confer with 
their party’s congressional leaders to 
determine which issues and stances 
attract support and to decide when 
to schedule presidential initiatives. 
The president’s fellow partisans in 
Congress, conversely, do what they 
can to support their leader. Their 
shared party label might cause vot-
ers’ assessments of the president’s 
success to affect their own fortunes in 
the next election.

None of these incentives to coop-
erate is present in the president’s 
relations with legislators from the 
opposition party. Indeed, opposi-
tion partisans in Congress correctly 
recognize that the president’s legisla-
tive success might very well damage 
their vote count in the next election. 

President Donald Trump arrives alongside Speaker of the House Paul Ryan (R) 
and Senate majority leader Mitch McConnell (C) as he prepares to speak to the 
press during a retreat with Republican lawmakers at Camp David in Thurmont, 
Maryland, January 6, 2018.

SAUL LOEB/AFP/Getty Im
ages
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Although no one wants to be perceived by voters as uncooperative or jockeying for narrow 
partisan advantage, both policy and politics generally give opposition-party legislators a stake 
in defeating the administration. As a consequence, opposition members’ roll-call votes on 
average line up with the president’s position less than half the time. Not a single Republican 
vote was cast in the House of Representatives for either the bailout legislation to deal with 
the financial crisis in 2009 or the Affordable Care Act (aka “Obamacare”) in 2010. In 2017 
Democrats returned the deed by uniformly voting against the Republican tax cut bill.

In appraising presidents as legislators, it is important to distinguish their leadership strat-
egies and successes during unified and divided government. The former invites presidents to 
become legislative dynamos. All major spurts in congressional productivity have involved the 
presidents’ early sponsorship and active promotion of their policies. Consider FDR’s New 
Deal, Kennedy’s New Frontier, Johnson’s Great Society, and Obama’s 2009 financial rescue 
plan—all famous bundles of legislation exceptional in the scope of their policies. It is no coin-
cidence that they passed a Congress controlled by the president’s party.

Conversely, during divided government, when the president confronts congressional 
majorities with different policy preferences and an opportunity to tarnish the president’s 
standing with voters, several perverse political outcomes may occur. On issues where the 

When the president and congressional leaders from the opposition party negotiate an agreement, each 
side may worry that the other side will renege on politically costly policy, leaving the other side being held 
responsible in the next election. At the close of 2018 with the government facing a shutdown over an 
appropriations bill that did not include funding for a border wall, the president invited incoming speaker Nancy 
Pelosi and Democratic Senate leader, Charles Schumer, to the White House for a negotiation. He did not tell 
them that the television crews would join them. The Democratic leaders viewed it as an ambush, but by most 
assessments, the media event turned out well for them after President Trump announced that he would take 
responsibility if the impasse shut down the government.
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319Chapter 7: The Presidency

political parties differ sharply, neither side will be willing to compromise, and in the resulting 
gridlock the government accomplishes little and may even come to a virtual standstill.

The Veto
The veto is the president’s most formidable tool in dealing with a Congress controlled by the 
opposition political party. The Framers, ever alert to opportunities to introduce “checks and 
balances,” were already familiar with the concept of an executive veto, exercised by most 
colonial and state governors. Unlike the president’s administrative powers, the veto author-
ity is defined quite precisely by the Constitution.* Over the past half century, presidents have 
averaged fewer than ten vetoes a year. The record belongs to Republican president Gerald 
Ford. Although he served less than one full term (from August 1974 until January 1977), Ford 
vetoed sixty-six bills. In the 1976 election he campaigned on his veto record, claiming that 
only a Republican in the White House would stand between hard-earned taxpayer dollars and 
the “spendthrift” Democratic Congress. Only twelve of Ford’s vetoes were overridden, even 
though the Democrats commanded large majorities in both the House and Senate. Thus, Ford 
won many of the battles, but he lost the war—the election. President Obama issued the fewest—
two—during his first six years. But throughout this period, his party controlled one or both 
chambers of Congress. After Republicans took over control of both the House and Senate in the 
2014 elections, President Obama enlisted the veto ten times; none was overridden.

When dealing with an opposition Congress, presidents often use their veto authority to 
present a clear, self-enforcing means of asserting their policy preferences. Moreover, as Alexis de 
Tocqueville first observed in 1836, the public nature of the veto—frequently boosted by accom-
panying messages—enhances it as “a sort of appeal to the people,” which modern presidents 
have not been shy about invoking whenever they discern public backing for their stands.10 Earlier 
we noted that the Framers carefully tailored the president’s veto authority to achieve seemingly 
contradictory goals: first, to check legislative abuses and second, to deny the executive the unilat-
eral authority that in the hands of tyrants had proven so injurious to the welfare of ordinary cit-
izens. The veto, with its strong but exclusively negative quality, seemed to meet both objectives.

Frequently, presidents may endorse a bill’s purpose and its overall implementation but 
find some provisions highly objectionable. When the same party controls both branches, 
these disagreements are generally negotiated and resolved informally. Every party member 
facing another election has a stake in avoiding the appearance of internal conflict and disar-
ray. It is during divided government that presidents will more often find themselves digging in 
and resisting legislation. Naturally, in these situations where they require significant changes 
before agreeing to a new policy, they would prefer to be able to remove those features they 
dislike and retain those they favor. The veto is not a very effective instrument for achieving this 
outcome. Congress will try to present them with a “take it or leave it” that they barely prefer to 
the status quo. The president signs a bill that gives Congress most of what it wants.

As divided party control has become the norm and partisan disagreements more con-
tentious, presidents have sought in various ways to extricate themselves from the veto’s 
take-it-or-leave-it choice. An early manifestation of this is impoundment (see Chapter 6,  

*See section “Making Laws” in Chapter 6, p. 276, where the place of the veto in the legislative process 
is described in detail.
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LOGIC OF POLITICS

The Veto Game
The veto game begins with the president and 
Congress at odds over a change in government 
policy (the status quo). If the two sides can agree 
on a change, a new policy will be created. If they 
continue to disagree and the president vetoes 
Congress’s preferred policy, there is no change, 
and the status quo prevails. (It is assumed the 
congressional majority is too small to muster the 
two-thirds support needed for a veto override.) 
Within this context, three scenarios are possible:

Scenario 1: The president and  
Congress have sharply different  
policy preferences.
This scenario depicts the simplest situation—and 
the only one that might actually end in a veto. 
Congress passes legislation changing the status 
quo. The president prefers the status quo, refuses 
to compromise, and simply vetoes the new 
legislation Congress has passed.

Anticipating this outcome, Congress may not 
even bother to create the legislation. When 
President Ronald Reagan (1981–1989) announced 
early in his first term that he would welcome 
legislation weakening certain provisions of the 
Clean Air Act, environmentalists in Congress 
knew that any attempt to strengthen the law 
during his tenure was doomed to failure. For the 
next eight years, then, the House Commerce 
subcommittee dealing with the environment 
occasionally held hearings but did not take 
action. The president’s tacit veto trumped any 
real efforts to strengthen policy.

Scenario 2: Congress favors a more 
drastic change in policy than does the 
president.
In Scenario 2 both Congress and the president 
want a change in the status quo, with Congress 

favoring a greater change than does the 
president. If Congress passes a law incorporating 
its preferences, the president will veto the bill 
because the administration favors the status 
quo more than the change Congress advocates. 
Nevertheless, Congress does not have to 
capitulate and precisely meet presidential 
demands. It only has to alter the original 
legislation enough to make the proposed policy 
marginally more attractive to the president than 
the status quo. Because the president’s policy 
preferences are better served by signing than 
vetoing, the bill will become law.

When President George H. W. Bush (1989–1993) 
announced he would welcome a modest 
strengthening of the Clean Air Act, he shifted the 
game from Scenario 1 to Scenario 2. By stipulating 
early the provisions the bill would have to contain 
to win his signature, including a ceiling of $20 
billion in new federal obligations, he was trying 
to signal precisely where the compromise should 
be. Democrats immediately went to work on new 
legislation, but they did not confine themselves 
to the changes the president had proposed. After 
all, they only had to provide him with a bill that 
he found marginally more attractive than current 
policy. In the end, the Democratic House and 
Senate passed a stronger bill than the president had 
wanted, and Bush reportedly spent almost the full 
ten days vacillating between a veto and a signature. 
Finally, Bush pronounced the legislation barely 
acceptable and signed into law the 1990 revision of 
the Clean Air Act. The president’s temporizing and 
carping reflect how well congressional Democrats 
squeezed all they could from the president.

Scenario 3: The president favors  
a more drastic policy change than  
does Congress.
In Scenario 3 the president and Congress swap 
places. The president favors a greater policy 
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321Chapter 7: The Presidency

change than does Congress. Congress wants 
to change public policy as well, but by far less 
than does the president. Thus, Congress can 
confidently pass its preferred legislation and 
expect the president to sign it because the bill 
goes further in meeting the president’s goal than 
does the status quo. In this situation the veto is 
worthless; Congress’s preferences are enacted 
into policy.

In 1983 President Reagan sent Congress a budget 
calling for a 10 percent increase in defense 
spending. The Democratically controlled House 
agreed to only a 4 percent increase. When asked 
about the lower figure at a news conference, the 
president hinted that he might have to veto such 

a bill. The Democrats, however, quickly turned 
the tables. On hearing of Reagan’s comment, a 
Democratic leader retorted that the president 
had better be careful, for the next time the 
House might just lower the increase to 2 percent! 
President Reagan grudgingly signed the 4 
percent increase.

These simple illustrations of veto policies reveal 
much about the role of the veto in presidential 
leadership. In the first instance, the veto allows 
the president to single-handedly preserve the 
status quo. In the second, it prescribes the kind 
of compromise that allows both sides to agree. In 
the third, the veto proves worthless in pushing 
Congress where it does not want to go.

p. 272) of appropriated funds. President Nixon signed the bills and then ignored their man-
dated spending, saying it would be inflationary. The Supreme Court ruled against the pres-
ident,11 but not before he signed a law allowing him to impound funds for forty-five days 
but no longer without a joint resolution passing Congress endorsing his action. This reform 
apparently passes muster constitutionally, for the courts have let it stand for a half century.

In contrast, a second reform, similarly intended to strengthen the president’s hand in 
curtailing spending, was quickly struck down by the Supreme Court. Over the years some 
legal scholars and conservative politicians, looking for ways to control the growth of govern-
ment, have flirted with the notion that the Constitution actually provides presidents with the 
opportunity to veto parts of enrolled bills. This line-item veto is enjoyed by forty-three states’ 
governors. In 1996 the Republican majority in Congress anticipated winning the fall presiden-
tial election. They passed the Line Item Veto Act, providing that within five days of signing a 
bill into law, the president could formally reject its spending provisions and those tax breaks 
that affected fewer than a hundred persons or entities.* Before the Supreme Court declared it 
unconstitutional, ending its brief life, President Clinton actually invoked it to extract relatively 
minor policies from several bills.

The third approach presidents have enlisted to selectively enact parts of a bill is the signing 
statement. For decades presidents have issued statements representing their views about the 
bill they were signing. Most such statements are congratulatory, but during periods of divided 
government, presidents may include them with their signature to express their understanding 
of the legislation’s purpose, perhaps to persuade some judge in the future to their point of view.

President George W. Bush issued so many signing statements that news reporters  
began counting them, and during the 2008 presidential campaign candidate Obama took 

*Congress could repass the vetoed provisions with a simple majority vote, but the president could veto 
them as well.
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322 PART II: The InsTITuTIons of GoveRnmenT

Bush to task for his numerous 
claims that he could ignore parts 
of dozens of new laws. Ironically, 
President Obama during his first 
term issued similarly issued signing  
statements—albeit significantly 
fewer.  In signing the Defense 
Authorization Act of 2013 he singled 
out restrictions in the bill on transfer-
ring detainees out of military prisons 
in Afghanistan and Guantánamo 
Bay, Cuba. He signed the bill but 
then claimed his constitutional com-
mander-in-chief responsibilities 
allowed him to override its limits, as 
he deemed necessary.

However ,  pres idents  usu-
ally do not follow through with 

their threat to sign but ignore a provision. For this reason, the courts have not defini-
tively weighed in on the legal status of these signing statements. One Supreme Court case 
does suggest that presidents are on solid ground when they correctly size up the con-
stitutional deficiency of a law. In 2002 Congress passed a bill allowing parents of chil-
dren born in Jerusalem to list Israel as the child’s place of birth. President George W. Bush 
signed the bill but stipulated that this provision infringed on “the president’s constitu-
tional authority to conduct the nation’s foreign affairs,” and that he would ignore it.* 
Menachem Zivotofsky, a U.S. citizen born in Jerusalem in 2002, wanted Israel listed as 
his birthplace on his passport. Menachem’s parents insisted that the 2002 law be upheld 
and that their son’s passport state that he is a citizen of Israel. In 2015, the Supreme Court  
disagreed. Future rulings may show whether Menachem’s case influences decisions on the 
constitutionality of signing statements.

This brings us to the veto threat, the most pervasive effort presidents have taken to remove 
objectionable provisions from otherwise acceptable legislation. Presidents might be the last 
to vote, and then only to accept or reject a piece of legislation, but this does not mean that they 
will passively await the choice Congress presents them. Facing an opposition Congress, mod-
ern chief executives do all they can to break out of the Constitution’s “take it or leave it” bind. 
Here presidents sometimes find threatening to veto proposed legislation useful. They commit 
in advance to veto a bill if it fails to include or omit certain provisions. More often than not 
threatened authorization bills fail to reach enrollment. Perhaps the president was insisting on 
too much change that legislators were unwilling to or could not accommodate. Those threat-
ened bills that did pass and the president signed reflected a compromise constructed around 

*Specifically, Bush said, the provision “could interfere with my ability as commander in chief to make 
time-sensitive determinations about the appropriate disposition of detainees in an active area of hos-
tilities.” If it operates “in a manner that violates constitutional separation of powers principles, my 
administration will implement it to avoid the constitutional conflict.”

Young Menachem and his dad at the Supreme Court. On this young man’s case 
rests “separation of powers.”
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323Chapter 7: The Presidency

the veto threat. About half of the objectionable provisions were in the final bill dropped or 
substantially changed to accommodate the president.12

To be effective, a veto threat must be credible—that is, presidents must convince legisla-
tors that they are not bluffing. This strategy requires that the threat be explicit and leave the 
president little wiggle room. Moreover, it must be public—the more public the better—so that 
presidents will incur political embarrassment by backing down. Ronald Reagan is famous 
for his “make my day” and “line drawn in the sand” announcements in which he insisted 
that Congress give him legislation that reflected his preferences or suffer a veto. Of course, 
because such announcements may be politically costly, presidents do not issue them casually. 
Bravado stands against popular bills can backfire immediately in an adverse public response. 
In such instances Congress will be sure to pass the threatened bill in order to elicit the veto 
and remind voters just where the president stands. Heading into the 1992 presidential election 
the Democratic Congress passed the highly popular Family and Medical Leave Act despite 
President George H. W. Bush’s veto threat. He promptly vetoed the bill. So what did Congress 
do? It changed the language slightly and passed it again and forced yet another veto.

 � FIGURE 7.1 Presidential use of the veto and veto Threats
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Note: The figures represent veto threats in presidents’ Statements of Administration Policy targeting House 
bills pending floor consideration in the House of Representatives.
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324 PART II: The InsTITuTIons of GoveRnmenT

And tying one’s own hands to gain credibility entails risks. Presidents cannot change their 
position without hurting themselves politically. As a result they rarely do. But whenever pres-
idents ponder such a move, they invariably remember when George H. W. Bush accepted 
the Republican presidential nomination in 1988 by declaring, “Read my lips: no new taxes.” 
Several years later, during a funding crisis that threatened to shut down the federal govern-
ment, Bush relented and agreed to the Democratic Congress’s demand for a tax increase. 
Immediately, politicians and the press howled that the president had lied to the American 
public. A major Republican consultant declared it to be “the most serious violation of any 
political pledge anybody has ever made.”13 During the 1992 campaign Bill Clinton ran ads 
showing the rousing convention pledge and questioning whether Bush could be trusted. Exit 
surveys found about a quarter of those who voted against Bush cited this broken promise as 
the chief reason for their vote.14

Even so, as we find in Figure 7.1, modern presidents threaten vetoes frequently. President 
Clinton averaged fifty-five threats per year during his six years (1995–2000) when Republicans 
controlled the House and Senate. President George W. Bush issued 214 explicit veto threats 
during his two terms. He even threatened legislation during the two Congresses when fellow 
Republicans controlled both chambers. President Obama issued 221 veto threats. President 
Trump formally threatened a veto only twice during his first Congress (the 115th), when 
Republicans controlled both chambers. With Democrats in firm control of the House of 
Representatives after the 2018 midterm elections, this will surely change.

Going Public
Until the early twentieth century, presidents routinely satisfied their constitutional obliga-
tion (Article II, Section 3) by sending their state of the union messages to Congress by courier. 
There, an officer of Congress read the presidential communiqué, from all eyewitness reports, 
inaudibly to an inattentive audience more interested in socializing after a long adjournment. 
Today, however, sophisticated broadcast communications have transformed the State of the 
Union address into a “prime-time” event. It represents presidents’ best opportunity to mold 
public opinion and steer the legislative agenda on Capitol Hill. The influence presidents derive 
from this event and other appeals to the American public depends in large part on the suscepti-
bility of politicians in Washington to the political breezes presidents can stir up in the country.

The annual State of the Union address is today simply the most prominent instance of a strat-
egy of going public—that is, presidents engaging in intensive public relations to promote them-
selves and their policies to the voters. If they succeed, opponents in Congress may fear voters’ 
reprisals in the next election. Understanding this reality, popular presidents frequently exploit 
their ability to grab the public’s attention and generate favorable news coverage for their legisla-
tive initiatives. Presidents who succeed in rallying public support for their policies may force the 
accommodation of a Congress otherwise indifferent or opposed to the president’s ideas.

Evidence suggests that presidents view going public as a viable alternative to negotiat-
ing with the opposition on Capitol Hill. As a Clinton aide explained to reporters who were 
complaining about the heavy travel schedule, “Clinton has come to believe that if he keeps his 
approval ratings up and sells his message as he did during the campaign, there will be greater 
acceptability for his program. . . . The idea is that you have to sell it as if in a campaign.”15 
Immediately after Senator Jeffords’s defection in 2001 cost Republicans control of the Senate, 
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reporters asked President George W. Bush’s chief of staff, Andrew Card, how the president 
would respond. Card replied that Bush might have to switch strategies and “use the bully pul-
pit a little more . . . to get [his legislation] moving.” (Originating with President Theodore 
Roosevelt’s characterization, “bully pulpit” refers to the advantageous position afforded the 
office for rallying public support.)

In the aftermath of reelection, President Bush used his 2005 State of the Union address 
to launch a “Sixty Stops in Sixty Days” blitzkrieg around the country to build a grassroots 
campaign for a massive overhaul of Social Security. His appearances were accompanied by 
extensive television advertising by the Republican National Committee and business groups 
supporting his privatization proposal, as well as by various groups opposed to his reforms. In 
pursuing this strategy Bush outdid Clinton by engaging Congress with unprecedented lev-
els of travel to telegenic settings, speeches to appreciative audiences, and targeted television 
commercials.

If asked to name a president whose addresses drew a warm response from the American 
public, many would think first of Franklin Roosevelt, whose thirty nationally broadcast 

Having campaigned in 1988 on the slogan “Read my lips: no new taxes,” President George H. W. Bush was hunted down by 
reporters in 1990 after he conceded a tax increase in negotiations with congressional Democrats. When reporters caught the 
president jogging one morning and baited him with his contradiction, he yelled, “Read my hips.” In the national news story that 
followed, the president’s response was reported as an expression of his disregard for his promises.

George Bush Presidential Library and M
useum
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326 PART II: The InsTITuTIons of GoveRnmenT

radio addresses, known as “fireside chats,” rallied the American public during the Depression 
and World War II. Others might recall John Kennedy’s speeches and live press conferences. 
Presidents Reagan and Clinton scored well in public relations. From this list of specialists in pres-
idential rhetoric, we might conclude that nothing much has changed over the past half century. 
An examination of the number of times presidents have gone public, however, reveals a differ-
ent picture. We can easily discern the steady growth in public relations undertaken by the White 
House in the rising number of presidential speeches and days devoted to political travel.

Today presidents devote a great deal of their time and energy, and the efforts of more than 
a quarter of their staff, to appealing directly to the American people for support for them-
selves and their policies. Though appearing on prime-time television is the most dramatic 
way of going public, presidents rely on this method sparingly, holding their major television 
addresses in check. They know they will lose the public’s attention if they go to this well too 
often. During the energy crisis of the late 1970s, Jimmy Carter informed a consultant that he 
was about to deliver yet another nationally televised speech—the fifth!—on the need to con-
serve energy. Backed with polling data, the consultant talked him out of it, by arguing that the 
public had stopped paying attention to him.*

A familiar scene: a president meeting with representatives of a core constituency. In this instance, President 
Donald J. Trump speaks before members of the National Rifle Association.
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*Several decades earlier, Franklin Roosevelt had made a similar point in private correspondence: 
“The public psychology . . . [cannot] be attuned for long periods of time to the highest note on the 
scale. . . . People tire of seeing the same name, day after day, in the important headlines of the papers 
and the same voice, night after night, over the radio.” Douglass Cater, “How a President Helps Form 
Public Opinion,” New York Times Magazine, February 26, 1961, 12.
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327Chapter 7: The Presidency

Since the Carter years, the continued growth of cable and satellite subscription services 
has eroded presidents’ capacity to enlist television to go public. In the 1960s, when viewers had 
few choices other than NBC, CBS, and ABC, these networks would agree to suspend commer-
cial programming and broadcast the president’s address.* They even used the same camera 
feeds; consequently, viewers had little recourse other than the apparently drastic alternative 
of turning off the television, which, as audience ratings indicate, very few did. Since 1970 the 
proportion of American households that subscribe to cable and satellite television has grown 
from 7 percent to over 90 percent, and the number of cable channels has multiplied dramat-
ically. Viewers have more alternatives to watching a presidential speech than ever before. 
Consequently, presidents have increasingly focused their energies to tailoring appeals to tar-
geted constituencies. Hence, domestic travel to annual meetings of trade associations and 
other groups (see Figure 7.3) to appeal for a group’s support for a legislative initiative (minor 
addresses in Figure 7.2) represents the area of strongest growth in public relations from the 
White House.

Today, presidents occasionally deliver nationally televised addresses, but they are clearly 
on the wane. The bottom line for both presidents and television producers is the size of the 
audience. Aware that when viewers change channels, they often do not return for the rest of 
the evening, the big three television networks have increasingly balked at surrendering airtime 
to presidents for national addresses. A good indicator of presidents’ shrinking national audi-
ences can be found by comparing the number of households watching presidents’ State of the 
Union addresses over time. President Obama’s 2016 address drew barely 31 million viewers, 
setting a record for the smallest audience yet. This rating was a fifth smaller than his prede-
cessor’s last State of the Union address, and barely half that of Bill Clinton’s. President Trump 
crowed that his 2018 audience share at 45 million households for his State of the Union 
address was the largest ever. Although it exceeded Obama’s last two speeches, it fell short of 
other recent presidents’ second-year addresses.

Mindful of the limitations of television, presidents communicate with voters in other 
ways. They take their messages to the public through appearances at graduation exercises, 
union conferences, and conventions held by trade and professional associations, where 
they can address the concerns of particular constituencies. Figure 7.2 reveals that these 
less visible, minor addresses have provided increasingly attractive vehicles for presidential 
communication.†

Presidential foreign and domestic travel, typically undertaken for different political pur-
poses, has increased significantly in the past half century (see Figure 7.3). President Dwight 
Eisenhower’s 1959 “goodwill tour” around the world is generally recognized as the first inter-
national presidential travel for which favorable publicity appeared to be the primary con-
sideration. Subsequent presidents have favored the idea as well. By the end of his third year 
in office, George H. W. Bush was so conspicuously absent due to overseas travel that his 

*The first instances of outright refusal occurred in the 1980s, when President Reagan encountered 
network resistance to his request for airtime on two separate occasions. In June 1992 the networks 
denied President George H. W. Bush a time slot for an evening press conference, and six of President 
Clinton’s appearances (through January 1998) failed to attract full network coverage.
†At the end of 2019 we will count and post President Trump’s speeches and travel on the book’s website.
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 � FIGURE 7.2 Presidential Addresses: Going Public more often
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first three years have been tabulated. For this reason, Gerald Ford’s record of public activities during his two and one-half years  
of office has been ignored. Data on President Obama’s first three years in office were calculated by Samuel Kernell and Josh 
Benjamin using www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/speeches-and-remarks.
aIncludes television addresses only.

critics—especially his opponent in the next election, Bill Clinton—found a large segment of 
the public agreeing with him that the president was not paying enough attention to solving the 
economic recession at home.

Clinton had a special reason for his heavy domestic travel schedule: with third-party can-
didate Ross Perot in the race, Clinton had won the 1992 election with just 43 percent of the 
popular vote. By the 1996 election Clinton had averaged a visit to California, with its fifty-four 
electoral votes, every six weeks. Just as a precarious victory had motivated Clinton to travel, it 
also spurred his successor, George W. Bush, who eked out an Electoral College win. During 
his first three years in office, Bush logged nearly a third of his days in office traveling some-
where in the United States or abroad.

President Trump’s extensive domestic travel during his first two years offered an oppor-
tunity to roast the Washington news media that he vilified during his presidential campaign. 
Although President Trump has also traveled extensively around the country, he has adopted 
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 � FIGURE 7.3 Going Public Involves more Presidential Travel
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Sources: Data for Roosevelt, Truman, Eisenhower, Nixon, and Carter are from William W. Lammers, “Presidential Attention-Focusing 
Activities,” in The President and the American Public, ed. Doris A. Graber (Philadelphia: Institute for the Study of Human Issues, 
1982), Table 6-5, 160. Data for Kennedy, Johnson, Reagan, G. H. W. Bush, Clinton, and G. W. Bush are from the Public Papers of 
the Presidents series. See also Samuel Kernell, “The Presidency and the People: The Modern Paradox,” in The Presidency and the 
Political System, ed. Michael Nelson (Washington, DC: CQ Press, 1984), 244.

Note: Data reflect yearly averages. To eliminate public activities inspired by concerns of reelection rather than governing, only the 
first three years have been tabulated. For this reason, Gerald Ford’s record of public activities during his two and one-half years of 
office has been ignored. Data on President Obama’s first three years in office were calculated by Samuel Kernell and Josh Benjamin 
using www.whitehouse.gov/schedule.

a different strategy than Clinton. Where Clinton sought to solidify support in states he had 
barely lost or barely won in 1992, Trump has concentrated instead on his raucous appeals to 
his most loyal supporters. Although they do little to broaden his support, they assured the 
president an enthusiastic, telegenic audience for news coverage. Where Trump has truly inno-
vated in going public is in his use of social media. By the end of 2018 the president had aver-
aged seven tweets a day to about 40 million followers. About 8 percent of the public report in 
surveys having directly read one of the president’s Twitter messages, although three times that 
number have learned about one of his tweets via news coverage.16

The president’s leadership of public opinion also rests on the public’s appraisal of him 
as president. When an unpopular president issues public appeals, citizens will be inclined to 
ignore him and suspect base motives for his appeal. Long-term trends in presidents’ approval 
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ratings display a public that over the years has become 
increasingly critical of politicians who occupy the Oval 
Office. With one exception, presidents have begun their 
terms on honeymoon with the public, as a large major-
ity of survey respondents applaud the president’s early 
performance. The exception is Trump, who began his 
tenure with a 45 percent approval rating, the lowest 
beginning level ever. These initial periods of goodwill 
have become increasingly short-lived. One reason is 
partisan polarization. Survey respondents who identify 
with the opposition party quickly swing to disapproval, 
as indicated in the large spread in partisans’ job perfor-
mance evaluations shown in Figure 7.4. Despite a robust 
economy, President Trump failed to catch up to his pre-
decessors in winning public support over the next two 
years. He remains as unpopular as any of his successors 
at a comparable time in their tenure. In one respect, 
Trump has fared significantly worse than the others. 
Never have Democrats and Republicans disagreed so 
much in their appraisal of the president’s job perfor-
mance as in November 2018. A Gallup poll reported that 
only 5 percent of Democrats approved of his job perfor-
mance, but 91 percent of Republican respondents did so.

Polarized opinions pose both advantages and 
disadvantages. On the plus side, the nearly unani-
mous Republican voters’ support will prevent other 
Republican candidates from straying far from Trump’s 
fold. Those Republican senators who were Trump’s 
most determined critics all left office in 2016. John 
McCain (AZ) died of cancer, and Jeff Flake (AZ) and 
Bob Corker (TN) both retired, as did a prominent 
Republican critic in the House, Trey Gowdy. If the 
president’s support among Republican voters fades 
leading up to 2020, he will be left without any constitu-
ency. Another downside of polarized support is his lim-
ited ability to rally public support for his policies. The 
only people paying attention to his views are his ardent 
boosters.17

Presidents have many ways to communicate their 
views to the American public. But how do individual 
citizens communicate their views to the president? Well, 
certainly voting is vital and the kind of communica-
tion that elected officeholders covet. Many Americans 
do more; they write and call the president. So many do 

A sampling of President Trump’s tweets during his first term.
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Pro-Trump rally in Tampa during summer 2018. Anti-Trump rally in New York City during fall 2018.
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so, the White House Office has a specialized staff set up just to tally and respond to opinions 
expressed in these communications. President Obama’s director of presidential correspon-
dence reported that his office received 100,000 e-mails, 10,000 letters, 3,000 phone calls, and 
1,000 faxes. Oh yes, they received these numbers every day. And almost all of them ask the 
president for something—from a late social security check to curtailing nuclear prolifer-
ation.18 Nearly a half million Americans went online to sign one of two petitions to Obama 
seeking a pardon for Steven Avery and Brendan Dassey, individuals convicted of murder 
and featured in the Netflix documentary, Making a Murderer. The president had to issue a 
statement explaining to the public that the defendants were convicted of a state crime in the 
Wisconsin courts, and consequently, the president had no authority to pardon them.19

Everything we have considered thus far about the emergence of the modern presidency 
implies vastly more work and activity than was envisioned by the Framers. As government 
programs have grown, Congress has delegated to the chief executive significant responsibil-
ity for managing the large bureaucracy and ample discretion for adapting policy to changing 
circumstances. Modern presidents aspire to be more than disinterested administrators, of 
course. Whether in lobbying Congress or in communicating to the public, they depend heav-
ily on staff to help them do their work. Consequently, the emergence of modern presidential 
leadership has been accompanied by the steady development of a larger, more complex staff-
ing system.

The Institutional Presidency
As an organization the presidency began modestly. When President Washington summoned 
his secretary to help him with correspondence, Thomas Jefferson walked through the door 
with pen and paper. With such quality, who needs quantity? By the early 1800s the number 
of staff working in and around the White House was fewer than a dozen, of whom two or 
three were clerks who spent most of their time copying letters, receiving visitors, and running 
errands.20 When Franklin Roosevelt entered the White House more than 130 years later, the 
president’s staff had grown to about fifty, mostly “detailed staff” from another government 
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333Chapter 7: The Presidency

agency sent over to lend the White House a hand. Agencies were happy to loan the president 
staff, for it ensured them inside information of what the president was up to. The Federal 
Bureau of Investigation and War Department were large contributors to the president’s staff 
before the White House had its own.

Despite the growing workload associated with overseeing the executive branch depart-
ments, the presidency remained undeveloped as an organization. It depended largely on the 
president’s daily assignments to unspecialized aides. By all assessments, Roosevelt was a mas-
ter in managing his staff. Yet, coming into office in 1933 at the outset of the Great Depression, 
FDR’s administration began with a frenzy of legislative and organizational activity. Congress 
appropriated nearly $5 billion with few strings attached. Fearful with some justification that 
many cabinet officials were holdovers of a succession of Republican administrations who were 
unsympathetic to the New Deal, the president persuaded Congress to give him the latitude to 
create more than a dozen new agencies outside the standing bureaucracy.* By the end of the 
second year, he complained repeatedly that personally managing the New Deal bureaucracy 
had turned the White House into a “five ring circus.”

Moreover, FDR frequently bemoaned his inability to elicit advice from and give orders 
to the departments except through cabinet secretaries, many of whom had their own constit-
uencies and incompatible ideas about their department’s mission. Frustrated, he sometimes 
compared himself to “a power plant with no transmission lines.” More than any of his pre-
decessors, Roosevelt sought to take charge of the executive branch. Yet he was still yoked to a 
nineteenth-century office.

When in 1937 Louis Brownlow, one of a new breed of progressive public administration 
reformers, proposed that he form a committee to undertake a study of the president’s staff-
ing needs, Roosevelt jumped at the offer. A year later, the Brownlow Committee concluded its 
detailed analysis with the understated conclusion, “the president needs help.” Likening the pres-
ident to the chief executive officer of a large corporation, the report called for the creation of an 
organization dedicated to helping presidents be modern administrators. If the president was 
indeed the government’s CEO, as Brownlow claimed, the office needed the same kinds of author-
ity, expertise, and information modern corporate executives had at their fingertips. The recom-
mendations in the Brownlow report failed to appreciate that the Constitution withholds from 
the presidency the kinds of command authority CEOs typically enjoy in running their businesses.

The chief executive’s constitutional predicament was not lost on Congress, however. 
When a delighted President Roosevelt forwarded Brownlow’s recommendations to Capitol 
Hill for enactment, he was rebuffed. Many in Congress, still angry over FDR’s ill-fated attempt 
to pack the Supreme Court (described in Chapter 9), refused to act on the report’s recom-
mendations. Not until two years later, with the world edging toward the precipice of war, did 
Congress agree to a reduced form of Brownlow’s staffing proposal. It created the Executive 
Office of the President as a collection of agencies designed to advise and otherwise assist 

*The Works Progress Administration (WPA), for example, was not housed in the Department of 
the Interior, and over time it vied with that department’s Public Works Administration (PWA) for 
funding and projects. Many of the other New Deal agencies remain familiar acronyms today: SEC 
(Security and Exchange Commission), NLRB (National Labor Relations Board), SSA (Social Security 
Administration), FHA (Federal Housing Administration), REA (Rural Electrification Administration), 
FCC (Federal Communications Administration), and TVA (Tennessee Valley Authority).
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334 PART II: The InsTITuTIons of GoveRnmenT

presidents. The staff would continue to grow in number and scope of activity. The responsi-
bilities and resources available to modern presidents certainly set them apart from their nine-
teenth-century predecessors or any figure imagined at the Constitutional Convention.

Thus, the institutional presidency was born. Christened the Executive Office of the 
President (EOP), it housed five “new” presidential agencies, two of which remain significant 
assets for present-day presidents: the Bureau of the Budget (reorganized and renamed the 
Office of Management and Budget [OMB] in 1970) and the White House Office, the pres-
ident’s personal staff system (see Figure 7.5).21 This enlarged staff would allow presidents to 
keep tabs on the daily business of the departments and agencies. The Brownlow report called 
for the creation of the White House Office—comprising six loyal “Assistants to the President,” 
who would serve the president with “a passion for anonymity.” When President Roosevelt 
read this phrase, he reportedly chuckled and quipped that such an animal does not exist in 
Washington.*

*The rash of “kiss and tell” books from staff that has afflicted every presidency—and Trump’s more 
than most—confirms FDR’s suspicion.

 � FIGURE 7.5 organization of the executive office of the Presidenta

White House Office

Office of Management and Budget

Trade 
Representative

National
Security
Councilb

Council of Economic 
AdvisersVice 

President

National Drug 
Control Agency

Science and 
Technology

Environmental 
Quality

Source: Figure adapted from Bradley Patterson, “Key to the Organization Chart of the Obama White House 
Staff,” Summer 2009, accessed at http://whitehousetransitionproject.org/resources/briefing/SixMonth/
Patterson%20-%200BAMA%20WHITE%20HOUSE%20STAFF.pdf.
aArea proportionate to number of senior assistants. Offices concerned with residence, security, and 
administration of the White House are excluded.
bNSC includes the Homeland Security Council; does not include staff “detailed” from agencies.
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335Chapter 7: The Presidency

Over the years the Executive Office of the President has housed those agencies the presi-
dent or Congress would like to keep in the shadow of the White House. Typically, the dozen 
or so agencies that make up the acronym world of the modern EOP work much more closely 
with the president and the White House staff than they do with each other.* One can reason-
ably view the institutional presidency, as one political scientist aptly described it, as a “pres-
idential branch of government separate and apart from the executive branch,” which “sits 
across the table from the executive branch . . . and imperfectly attempts to coordinate both the 
executive and legislative branches in its own behalf.”22

In performing classic staff functions, these agencies gather information from the depart-
ments and agencies (National Security Council, or NSC), Congress (OMB), or the broader 
policy environment (Council of Economic Advisers and Council on Environmental 
Quality), or they maintain the organization itself (Office of the Vice President and Office of 
Administration). With no programs to administer, the presidential bureaucracy does not 
require a field staff outside of Washington.

The largest and most important of 
the presidential agencies is the OMB. 
Staffed by accountants, economists, 
and tax lawyers, the OMB creates the 
president’s annual budget request, 
monitors agency performance, solicits 
recommendations from the depart-
ments on enrolled bills (bills that 
have been passed in identical form 
by both houses of Congress and pre-
sented to the president for his signa-
ture), and performs central clearance 
over agencies’ communications with 
Congress. Another important agency 
within the EOP is the NSC. Its statu-
tory responsibility appears modest: to 
compile reports and advice from the 
State and Defense Departments and 
the Joint Chiefs of Staff and to keep the 
president well informed on interna-
tional affairs. Yet the national security 
adviser, who heads this presidential 
agency, has at times assumed a role in 
conducting foreign policy that is close 
to that traditionally associated with 
the secretary of state. 

The White House Office has  
grown in both number and complexity. 

*Among locals, even the president sports an acronym, POTUS (the president of the United States).

OMB staff read a proposed bill to decide which agencies’ views should be solicited 
before sending recommendations to the White House.

Sam
uel Kernell
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336 PART II: The InsTITuTIons of GoveRnmenT

What began as a small, informal group of half a dozen aides has evolved into a large, compartmen-
talized, multilayered bureaucracy. Richard Nixon assembled the largest staff, at almost 660. It prob-
ably would have continued to grow had the Watergate scandal that drove him from office not sent 
some Nixon aides to federal prison and turned the size of the White House staff into a campaign 
issue. Moreover, Congresses since then, most controlled by opposition parties, have reined in staff 
growth through budgets and legislative language limiting the president’s ability to borrow staff from 
other agencies.

The present-day White House staff has leveled off at about 450 full-time positions. In large 
part the growth of staff follows the ever-expanding responsibilities of presidents, but it also 
springs from modern leadership strategies. Approximately a third of the staff attend to some 
aspect of public relations—travel, speeches, tending the press, and cultivating support among 
various constituencies. Similarly, as presidents have steadily centralized tasks that once were 
performed by their allies in the departments and agencies, they have added staff. Reputedly, 
no more than three or four of President Truman’s aides ever dealt with vetting presidential 
appointments. Today, recruitment of appointees for the departments and federal judiciary is 
done almost exclusively from within the White House by a team of several dozen assistants.

In the early years small White House staffs were informally organized according to tasks 
and the working styles of the presidents. Franklin Roosevelt and Harry Truman favored a col-

legial organization in which they personally supervised 
their aides. Roosevelt resisted the notion of fixed staff 
assignments; throughout his term only his press secre-
tary, appointments secretary, and legal counsel had well- 
defined duties and routines. FDR fostered competition 
by giving an aide projects that duplicated another aide’s 
assignment. The staff was well aware of this practice, and 
therein lay its effectiveness. Aware that the president might 
already have been briefed on a subject, or soon would be, 
FDR’s aides undertook their assignments with special dil-
igence, not to be outdone. Not only were they thorough; 
they resisted the temptation to slant their reports to pro-
mote or nix a course of action according to their personal 
preferences. Through staff competition Roosevelt largely 
solved the “dependency” problem that afflicts all principals 
who rely on agents for information and advice.

Truman preferred more cooperative relations among 
his staff. He conducted a meeting each morning with ten 
to twelve of his “senior” staff to receive reports and give 
out assignments. Later presidents tried to emulate FDR’s 
and Truman’s collegial management styles, but as staffs 
grew, presidents found themselves devoting inordinate 
time to managing individuals whose positions were cre-
ated to help the president get through the day. President 
Jimmy Carter was the last president to try to run the 
White House staff informally, but it proved so frus-
trating that he abandoned it in favor of an organization 

H. R. Haldeman, chief of staff to President Richard 
Nixon, became entangled in the presidentially directed 
Watergate cover-up. After federal indictment in 1973, his 
boss asked him to resign his White House post, which 
he dutifully did. Haldeman subsequently served a brief 
prison term over this affair. In retirement he reflected on 
“the lessons of Watergate” in numerous public interviews 
and a memoir.
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337Chapter 7: The Presidency

administered by a chief of staff. Perhaps reflecting his military background, President 
Eisenhower had introduced the more orderly and hierarchical organization headed by 
a chief of staff. His assistants had fixed routines, job titles, and middle-level supervisors. 
Whatever its advantages in clarifying day-to-day responsibilities and relieving the presi-
dent from personally having to manage his agents, it rendered the president heavily reliant 
on and vulnerable to his chief ’s and other staff ’s assessment of what actions and policies he 
should embrace.*

The chief of staff has become a fixture in the White House. More broadly, specialists per-
forming specific routine tasks have replaced yesterday’s agents who depended on the presi-
dent for assignments. Reflecting the more sophisticated division of labor, aides are recruited 
for specific offices and job titles according to their experience at different tasks. With several 
exceptions the chief of staff system has more to do with imposing a chain of command than 
with clarifying responsibilities and shielding the president from having to micromanage the 
staff’s routine activities (see Figure 7.6).

At one time or another, all presidents have probably found the need to work through insti-
tutional channels irritating, even when they created these structures. None appears to have 
chafed at such confinement as much as President Trump. His first chief of staff lasted barely 
six months into his term. His second chief, John Kelly, was more successful, or at least was able 
to hold on to his job longer. By the end of the president’s second year, he too was gone. Trump 
is the first president to be on his third chief within his first two years.

With its clear organizational lines, fixed assignments, and loyal and enthusiastic employees, 
one might think the White House staff system should run like a well-tuned engine. The facts, 
however, belie this naive expectation. Every recent president has experienced serious staffing 
problems that have erupted into public controversy, if not scandal. Many aides are motivated 
as much by interest in advancing a particular cause or policy agenda as by a desire to serve the 
president. This tendency is reinforced by outside pressures as key constituencies lobby for one 
of their own to be on the staff. “Everyone in the White House has a constituency,” complained 
senior Reagan aide Michael Deaver.23 In 1978 a Carter aide who sided with his Jewish constitu-
ency’s opposition to the sale of reconnaissance jets to Saudi Arabia called a press conference and 
resigned in protest.24 More often, staff will discreetly “leak” to the press information supporting 
their preferences. (The strategy of White House leaks is taken up more fully in Chapter 14.)

Most of the president’s staff come to Washington lacking the experience suitable for their 
new position. Typically, many arrive at the White House fresh from the presidential campaign; 
others are sent over from the retinue of conservative and liberal think tanks of policy wonks 
who are attached politically to one of the political parties. Aides enter service committed to 
certain policies that may at times differ from the president’s preferences. For example, rather 
than seek compromise on a controversial policy with members of Congress, campaign aides in 
the White House might wrongly advise their president to stand firm on constituency commit-
ments and appeal for public support, even when reasonable accommodations are available.

Some staff members view their positions at the White House as way stations to lucrative 
careers. These aides may have a greater stake in the outcomes of decisions and making their mark 

*On many issues Eisenhower’s chief of staff instructed White House aides that if an issue could not be 
reduced to a single page, it was not ready for the president’s consideration.
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on policy than in respecting the integrity of the organization’s procedures—procedures designed 
to advance the presidential agenda. As staff members compete with others inside and outside the 
White House for influence, the tenets of orderly organization can crumble. Against these centrif-
ugal forces stands the president, imploring aides to work tirelessly and anonymously on the pres-
ident’s behalf. Invariably, staff turnover is high, but none have come close to matching turnover 
in Trump’s White House. Over the course of his first two years, sixty percent of Trump’s senior 
White House aides departed. This compares to a quarter of Obama’s and H. W. Bush’s staff, a 
third of W. Bush’s, and 40 percent of Clinton’s.25 Not surprisingly, this turnover has spawned a 
rash of former staff’s “kiss and tell” books describing a White House in continuous turmoil.

Conclusion
This chapter closely hews to the Constitution’s plan for this new (really, novel) form of gov-
ernment. The introduction of Congress in the Constitution’s Article I leaves no doubt that it is 
the singularly authoritative branch for deciding society’s collective action commitments. The 
Framers envisioned a conservative biased process, and with coequal legislative chambers, they 
installed a substantial veto point well before an enrolled bill could be presented to the presi-
dent. The subsequent internal development of these chambers only increased opportunities to 
block a majority’s effort to pass a bill.

Students of Congress have long judged the Framers as largely having succeeded in design-
ing Congress to frustrate small and brief majorities from imposing their preferences on public 
policy. Adding intense partisanship and regularly divided party control of one or both cham-
bers to the mix introduces a scenario where gridlock is not just possible but likely. Yet issues 
continue to arrive in Washington, insisting on resolution. The flow of legislation through 

President Trump speaks on the phone in the Oval Office, joined by Chief of Staff Reince Priebus, Vice 
President Pence, Senior Adviser Steve Bannon, Communications Director Sean Spicer, and National Security 
Adviser Michael Flynn. Only Pence, whose job is protected by the Constitution, remains.

Reuters/Jonathan Ernst
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340 PART II: The InsTITuTIons of GoveRnmenT

gridlocked Congresses may dwindle, but the need for governance continues unabated. 
Congress’s inability to legislate creates a policy vacuum that presidents, whatever their polit-
ical party or ideology, have willingly filled.

In the gridlock scenario the inherent advantage presidents enjoy is their ability to act. They 
can issue executive orders and other, less formal instructions to the agencies and departments. 
They may couch their actions as a temporary patch to a problem, awaiting passage of a more 
comprehensive policy. When Barack Obama created DACA in a letter to Homeland Security 
setting enforcement priorities and extending work permits and other benefits to a class of 
young undocumented immigrants, he justified his action as temporary, lasting only as long as 
necessary until Congress passed immigration reform. Temporary or not, Donald Trump has 
found that his predecessor’s unilateral action cannot be so easily undone. Two years into his 
term, Trump has failed to deliver on his campaign promise to end DACA. Congress still has 
not passed reform, and, in the meantime, federal district judges have thrown up various pro-
cedural roadblocks to curtailing DACA.

Circumventing Congress with unilateral action does not mean the president controls 
policy. This alternative course simply transfers his dependence from Congress to the federal 
bureaucracy and the courts. Each of these sets of actors may hold policy preferences at odds 
with those of the president. Enamored with May Day military parades in France and Russia, 
President Trump ordered one for Memorial Day in Washington. The military resisted, citing 
expense and logistical problems and the likely damage the heavy armaments would pose for 
Pennsylvania Avenue. The president quietly dropped his plans for the parade. A more serious 
case of unresponsiveness for Trump can be found at the Justice Department. Despite continu-
ously railing against the scope of special prosecutor Robert Mueller’s investigation of Russia’s 
social media interference with the 2016 election, the president has failed to alter the depart-
ment’s scrupulously maintained hands-off posture.

Unilateral policymaking lacks the durability of congressional policymaking. One glaring 
deficiency of the former is money. Presidents can announce a policy, but unless it is costless or 
the agency charged with action can transfer funds across programs, their aspirations for unilat-
eral policy may be no more successful than were they to have submitted the policy to a gridlocked 

Congress. President Trump could send troops to reinforce 
the border in anticipation of the caravan of Central American 
asylum seekers without worrying about where the Pentagon 
would find the money. He could not, however, unilaterally 
build his fabled wall with its $25 billion price tag or even cover 
the first $5 billion installment without congressional funding.* 
But even if the bureaucracy backs the president and has the 
wherewithal to act, opponents have found sympathetic federal 
judges ready to block the president with national injunctions. 
So, it is fitting that the next two chapters shift the sights of our 
investigation to the bureaucracy and the judiciary to examine 
how these institutions respond to unilateral policymaking.

Want a better grade?

Get the tools you need to sharpen your 
study skills. Access practice quizzes, 
eFlashcards, video, and multimedia at 
edge.sagepub.com/kernell9e.

*In early 2019 President Trump threatened to invoke the National Emergencies Act to transfer con-
struction funds from the military to border wall construction.
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KEY TERMS
Brownlow report 333
central clearance 335
chief of staff system 337
commander in chief 308
detailed staff 332
divided government 304
enrolled bill 335
executive agreement 310

Executive Office of the President 
(EOP) 334

executive orders 314
going public 324
line-item veto 321
National Security Council 

(NSC) 335
Office of Management and Budget 

(OMB) 334

presidential memorandum 315
signing statement 321
State of the Union address 324
“unitary executive” 314
unitary theory 314
War Powers Act 309
White House Office 334
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Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2013. This 
is an extended, thoughtful, pre-Trumpian essay on 
the paradox of presidential leadership. Continuing a 
theme introduced by Neustadt (see below) a half cen-
tury earlier, Howell asks how presidents might parlay 
their formal authority into the power to satisfy public 
expectations.

Kernell, Samuel. Going Public: New Strategies of 
Presidential Leadership. 3rd ed. Washington, DC: 
CQ Press, 1997. The author develops more fully the 
argument summarized here that modern presidents 
are more inclined than were their predecessors to 
engage in public relations in seeking influence in 
Washington.

Neustadt, Richard E. Presidential Power and the 
Modern Presidents: The Politics of Power from 
Roosevelt to Reagan. 4th ed. New York: Free Press, 
1990. This volume is the classic statement of the lead-
ership predicament confronted by all presidents. 
Originally published in 1961 and in print ever since, 
the book is a touchstone for anyone aspiring to under-
stand the American presidency.

Woodward, Bob. Fear: Trump in the White House. 
New York: Simon and Schuster, 2018. Legendary 
Washington Post reporter who reported Deep 
Throat’s secrets about the nefarious goings on in the 
Nixon White House now turns his sights on the cha-
otic Trump administration.

REVIEW QUESTIONS
1. What are the powers granted to the president in 

the Constitution? What are the nonconstitutional 
sources of presidential power? When were these 
sources of power first tapped?

2. What are executive orders? Executive agreements? 
What are the president’s alternatives to using them?

3. How did the presidency of the 1800s differ from 
that of today? In particular, how did the presi-
dent’s interactions with his party and his cabinet 
change over time?

4. What are the trade-offs between the collegial 
and chief-of-staff models of presidential staff 
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342 PART II: The InsTITuTIons of GoveRnmenT

organization? Which model seems to have pre-
dominated with recent presidents?

5. What is “going public”? What specific tools or 
resources are available to the president when he 
chooses to use this strategy?

6. How has the rise of cable and satellite television 
affected the president’s ability to communicate 
with the public?

7. Why don’t members of Congress go public as 
often as the president does? Why doesn’t the pres-
ident use this tactic on every issue?
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The U.S. compound in Benghazi, Libya, went up in flames after an attack by Islamic militants killed four Americans, including the 
ambassador. Later reports by the State Department and by Congress pointed out the bureaucratic failures that slowed the American 
response.
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